DNA methylation at CpG dinucleotides is an important epigenetic regulator common to virtually all mammalian cell types, but recent evidence indicates that during early postnatal development neuronal genomes also accumulate uniquely high levels of two alternative forms of methylation, non-CpG methylation and hydroxymethylation. Here we discuss the distinct landscape of DNA methylation in neurons, how it is established, and how it might affect the binding and function of protein readers of DNA methylation. We review studies of one critical reader of DNA methylation in the brain, the Rett syndrome protein methyl CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2), and discuss how differential binding affinity of MeCP2 for non-CpG and hydroxymethylation may affect the function of this methyl-binding protein in the nervous system. non-CpG methylation | hydroxymethylation | MeCP2 | Rett syndrome M ethylation of cytosines at the carbon 5 position (5-methylcytosine, mC) constitutes the most common covalent modification of vertebrate genomic DNA. Traditionally, cytosine methylation in vertebrate genomes has been viewed as largely restricted to CpG dinucleotide (CG) sequences, providing a stable epigenetic mark that mediates long-term transcriptional silencing. Indeed, 60-90% of all CGs are methylated in mammalian genomes, and CG methylation (mCG) has been shown to play critical roles in genomic imprinting, X-chromosome inactivation, cellular differentiation, and development (1). In addition, the disruption of cellular DNA methylation patterns has been linked to human disease, including multiple cancers (2, 3).
DNA methylation at CpG dinucleotides is an important epigenetic regulator common to virtually all mammalian cell types, but recent evidence indicates that during early postnatal development neuronal genomes also accumulate uniquely high levels of two alternative forms of methylation, non-CpG methylation and hydroxymethylation. Here we discuss the distinct landscape of DNA methylation in neurons, how it is established, and how it might affect the binding and function of protein readers of DNA methylation. We review studies of one critical reader of DNA methylation in the brain, the Rett syndrome protein methyl CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2), and discuss how differential binding affinity of MeCP2 for non-CpG and hydroxymethylation may affect the function of this methyl-binding protein in the nervous system. non-CpG methylation | hydroxymethylation | MeCP2 | Rett syndrome M ethylation of cytosines at the carbon 5 position (5-methylcytosine, mC) constitutes the most common covalent modification of vertebrate genomic DNA. Traditionally, cytosine methylation in vertebrate genomes has been viewed as largely restricted to CpG dinucleotide (CG) sequences, providing a stable epigenetic mark that mediates long-term transcriptional silencing. Indeed, 60-90% of all CGs are methylated in mammalian genomes, and CG methylation (mCG) has been shown to play critical roles in genomic imprinting, X-chromosome inactivation, cellular differentiation, and development (1) . In addition, the disruption of cellular DNA methylation patterns has been linked to human disease, including multiple cancers (2, 3) .
Evidence that DNA methylation has a uniquely important role in the brain emerged almost two decades ago with the discovery of the prominent methyl-DNA-binding protein, methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2), and the later identification that mutations in MeCP2 give rise to the X-linked neurological disorder Rett syndrome (RTT) (4) (5) (6) . Subsequent studies also have identified neurodevelopmental disorders associated with mutations in DNA methyltransferases (7) , suggesting that both the enzymatic "writers" of DNA methylation patterns and the "readers" of these marks have important roles in the brain. In this context, new studies from several laboratories have uncovered extensive cytosine modification in the brain beyond mCG. Non-CG methylation (CH methylation or mCH, in which H = A, C, or T) is now appreciated to accumulate in the human and mouse brain postnatally, reaching levels similar to that of mCG in the neuronal genome (8, 9) . Moreover, oxidation of mC by the ten-eleven translocation (Tet) family of dioxygenases leads to the selective accumulation of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (hmC) in the adult brain, together with its more highly oxidized derivatives 5-formylcytosine and 5-carboxylcytosine (10, 11) . This finding suggests that hmC may act as an intermediate in an active DNA demethylation pathway, though growing evidence also suggests that hmC may serve as a stable neuronal epigenetic mark in its own right (12) .
The discovery of these previously unidentified brain-enriched forms of DNA methylation provides a new perspective on DNA methylation dynamics in the developing CNS. Because proper establishment and maintenance of DNA methylation have been shown to be essential for normal development and function of the mammalian brain (13) , and mutation of readers of DNA methylation (e.g., MeCP2) leads to neurological disease, these advances promise significant insights into the mechanisms underlying both neurodevelopment and disease. Here, we review recent findings regarding the deposition, distribution, and regulation of these distinctive forms of DNA methylation in the brain. We also discuss the implications of these findings for the function of neural methyl-DNA-binding proteins, focusing on recent studies that are relevant to MeCP2 as an important reader of neuronal DNA methylation in the brain.
The Distinctive DNA Methylation Landscape of the Brain DNA methylation in most somatic tissues is established by the de novo methyltransferases DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 3A (Dnmt3a) and 3B (Dnmt3b) during early embryogenesis (14) , with the maintenance methyltransferase DNA (cytosine-5)methyltransferase 1 (Dnmt1) acting to propagate established methylation patterns during cellular division by recognizing and copying parent strand methylation at symmetrical CG dinucleotides to the newly synthesized daughter strand ( Fig. 1) (1). Traditional sodium bisulfite conversion methods, in conjunction with high-throughput sequencing, have recently enabled genome-wide analysis of methylation patterns across multiple tissues in mammals and other organisms (reviewed in ref. 15 ). These studies indicate that the mCG landscape is generally similar in postnatal neurons and other cell types, so that intergenic regions and repeat DNA contain high levels of mCG, and active regulatory elements (e.g., enhancers and promoters depletion) are depleted of mCG (8, 9, (16) (17) (18) . Thus, in neurons, as in other cell types, mCG is thought to silence the transcription of repeats across the genome and to regulate gene expression by promoting transcriptional repression (19, 20) . However, in recent years it has become apparent that neuronal genomes also harbor a complement of distinct cytosine modifications. Thus, although neuronal-specific mCG certainly exists and has been characterized (8, 18) , relative to other cell types, mCH and hmC appear to expand the role of DNA methylation markedly in the neuronal genome relative to other cell types. This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. 1 B.K. and H.W.G. contributed equally to this work. 2 To whom correspondence may be addressed. Email: harrison_gabel@hms.harvard.edu or michael_greenberg@hms.harvard.edu. mCH. Although mCH is detected readily by standard bisulfite sequencing methods, appreciation of the functional relevance of this modification likely lagged because the relatively low frequency of methylation at individual CH dinucleotides compared with CG dinucleotides initially rendered this form of methylation difficult to distinguish from the background cytosine nonconversion rate during bisulfite treatment. Indeed, mCH is nearly absent from nonneuronal adult somatic cells (9, 21) . However, with the application of whole-genome single-base-resolution DNA methylation profiling methods that use precise controls to distinguish the background nonconverted cytosines that remain after bisulfite treatment from true low-level methyl-cytosines (15), significant levels of mCH were detected, first in ES cells and then in the adult brain (16, 17) . Subsequent analysis of NeuN + neurons has shown that mCH is specifically enriched in neurons relative to other cell types (8, 9) . Current data place the global frequency of mCH, within all CH base calls observed in adult human and mouse CNS neurons, at roughly 2-6%, with most identified sites of mCH displaying methylation in 20-25% of sampled genomes (8) . Although these numbers are dwarfed by the comparable percentage of methylation at CG dinucleotides (60-90%), it is important to note that, because of the marked depletion of CG dinucleotides from eukaryotic genomes, mCH is estimated to account for up to, or more than half of, the total fraction of methylated cytosines of the adult mouse and human neuronal genomes.
The correlation of mCH levels observed between individuals at both the kilobase and single-site scales suggests that methylation of CH sites is a highly controlled process (8) , and functional analysis of mCH is only now beginning. However, at a genome-wide level, it already is clear that neuronal mCH is depleted in expressed genes, with mCH levels throughout the 5′-upstream, gene-body, and 3′-downstream regions inversely correlated with the abundance of the associated transcript (8, 9) . Reporter gene studies using in vitro methylated plasmids have confirmed the ability of mCH to repress gene expression (9), although the specific pattern of in vitro methylation tested in these studies did not fully recapitulate endogenous mCH patterns. Thus, mCH appears to serve as a repressive epigenetic mark. Moreover, the discovery of abundant neural mCH in neurons significantly expands the fraction of the neuronal genome under regulation by mC.
Further clues to mCH function can be derived from its method of deposition. Unlike the overall level of mCG, which remains unchanged during development, mCH accumulates significantly in the brain during early postnatal development. Intriguingly, mCH levels increase most rapidly during the primary phase of synaptogenesis in the early postnatal brain (mouse, ∼2-4 wk; human, 0-2 y) (8, 9) . This mCH accumulation appears to be driven by a transient, coincident increase in the expression of the de novo DNA methyltransferase Dnmt3a (8) . Notably, Dnmt3a has been shown to catalyze mCH in heterologous systems (22) , and Dnmt3a knockdown leads to a significant reduction in mCH, but not mCG, in the adult mouse dentate gyrus (9, 23) . Analysis of Dnmt3a mutant mice also provides circumstantial evidence corroborating the importance of this postnatal mCH increase for neural function. Indeed, conditional deletion of Dnmt3a from the CNS during late gestation results in shortened lifespan, hypoactivity, and impaired motor coordination (24) . These phenotypes likely stem specifically from the loss of mCH in the brain, because we recently have found that mCH is absent from the brain of these Dnmt3a conditional null animals, whereas the level of mCG is largely unaffected (23) . Notably, late postnatal, brain-specific conditional knockout of Dnmt3a alone results in no overt physical or behavioral deficits (25) , a finding that is consistent with the existence of a critical developmental window in which mCH is deposited in the brain (8) .
It is important to note that mCH is not clearly associated with gene repression in all cell types: mCH in ES cells is correlated with gene expression, such that genes containing high levels of mCH are more highly expressed. The distinct roles mCH in different cell types may be related to the unique complement of writers and/or readers of DNA methylation. Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b are both highly expressed in ES cells, whereas Dnmt3a, but not Dnmt3b, is highly expressed in neurons (8, 14) . Perhaps as a consequence of the differential expression of these de novo DNA methyltransferases and the mechanisms by which they are targeted to the genome, the predominant form of mCH in ES cells occurs within the context of the CAG trinucleotide, whereas in neurons mCH occurs largely within the CAC trinucleotide (8, 9, 17, 26, 27) . The differential distribution and sequence context of mCH may have important implications for readers of DNA methylation and whether they function as activators or repressors of gene expression. Thus, future studies that characterize the function of mCH must consider the unique writers and readers of DNA methylation present in a given cell type.
Hydroxymethylation. Despite a report more than 40 years ago suggesting the existence of hmC in mammalian genomes (28) , the presence of significant levels of hmC in CNS neurons remained unexplored until recently. The persistent failure to observe genomic hydroxymethylation likely reflected the inability of traditional bisulfite sequencing methods to distinguish between methylated and hydroxymethylated sites. Kriaucionis and Heintz (29) recently identified the hmC nucleotide in isolated Purkinje and granule cell nuclei using a combination of TLC, HPLC, and mass spectrometry methods. Subsequent development of base-resolution Tet-assisted bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) methods, which use β-glucosyltransferase (β-GT)-mediated glucosylation of hmC to protect these sites specifically from oxidation with recombinant Tet enzyme and subsequent conversion to thymine (30), now make it possible to distinguish hmC from C and mC genome-wide.
Current data indicate that hmC is substantially enriched in CNS neurons compared with other cell types, with hmC levels being ∼10-fold greater in the brain than in ES cells (31, 32) and with CG hydroxymethylation (hmCG) accounting for 25% and 40% of all modified CG dinucleotides in the frontal cortex and cerebellum, respectively (8, 29, 33) . Brain hmCG levels increase postnatally in parallel with mCH, with an approximately fourfold increase in abundance within the first 6 weeks after birth (8, 34) . Although (1, 8, 9, 22) . Methylcytosine can be modified to hydroxymethylcytosine by the Tet family of dioxygenases, Tet1-3. Current evidence demonstrates that the oxidative conversion of methylcytosine to hydroxymethylcytosine by the Tet enzymes occurs at CG dinucleotides, as is consistent with the overwhelming proportion of hydroxymethylation occurring as hmCG rather than hmCH (8, 37) . Additionally, Tet enzymes are capable of catalyzing further oxidation of hmC to formylcytosine and carboxylcytosine to yield substrates for Tdg, ultimately resulting in the generation of a nonmethylated cytosine (10, 11) .
the precise trigger for postnatal hmC accumulation remains unclear, all three Tet family members (Tet1-3) are expressed in the developing CNS ( Fig. 1 ). In addition, Tet1 and Tet3 mRNA levels have been found to respond to neuronal activity (35, 36) , raising the possibility that neuronal activity in newly formed circuits helps drive the increase in hmC in the brain and shapes the profile of hmC across the neuronal genome. It is notable that currently available evidence suggests that most hmC in the brain occurs in the CG context (>99% in mouse adult and fetal cortex) (8) . Indeed, given that few individual genomic sites exhibit significant levels of CH hydroxymethylation (hmCH), it remains unclear whether hmCH exists as a genuine species in vivo. Recent characterization of the Tet enzymes has demonstrated a strong preference for oxidation of mCG compared with mCH, providing a possible explanation for the low levels of hmCH (37) . However, these steady-state measurements do not rule out the possibility that hmCH is turned over rapidly after conversion from mCH. Another possibility is that hmCH is more abundant in the brain than current methods suggest, and that with new methods of hmCH detection, hmCH may be found to have a more prominent function in the brain.
Genome-wide, base-resolution hmC profiling shows that hmCG is preferentially enriched throughout the gene bodies of highly expressed genes and is depleted from transcriptional start sites (8, 34, 38) . Many highly expressed loci thus show depletion of intragenic mCG but still retain relatively high levels of intragenic hmCG. In addition to specific sites of intragenic enrichment for hmCG, an accumulation of hmCG occurs broadly across intergenic regions of the neuronal genome. Thus, in stark contrast to other cell types, such as ES cells, in which hmCG is localized primarily to active regulatory elements, in neurons, even intergenic regions contain substantial levels of hmCG (20-30%) (8, 33) .
An important open question regarding neuronal hmC function concerns the extent to which this cytosine modification serves as a stable epigenomic mark that directly regulates genomic function or whether it represents a transient intermediate that marks sites of active CG demethylation. Tet enzymes are capable of catalyzing further oxidation of hmC to 5-formylcytosine and 5-carboxylcytosine to yield substrates for thymine-DNA glycosylase (Tdg), ultimately resulting in the generation of a nonmethylated cytosine (10, 11) . In this regard, hmC has been implicated as an intermediate in an active neuronal activity-induced demethylation pathway in the mouse dentate gyrus (39) and has been found to mark sites of subsequent CG demethylation in the frontal cortex (8) . Nevertheless, the high steady-state level of hmC in the postnatal CNS and the recently reported long half-life for bulk hmC in the brain (12) , combined with the recent identification of cellular factors, such as Uhrf2, that can bind hmCG (40) , argue that this cytosine modification also may function as a stable epigenetic mark that directly engages cellular mechanisms to modulate genomic function. It is likely that hmC can function in both capacities, but future studies will be required to tease apart these specific contributions.
Irrespective of the specific molecular role of neuronal hmC, several groups have begun to manipulate Tet activity to define the cellular and organismal consequences of altering neuronal hmC levels. Such studies have implicated hmC regulation in aspects of learning and memory, hippocampal neurogenesis, and neuronal activity-regulated gene expression (35, 41, 42) . Coupled with reports that a redistribution of genomic hmC accompanies some forms of neural plasticity (35, 36) , these findings suggest that hmC regulation may be intimately involved in CNS function. However, additional research will be required to distinguish more precisely the direct roles for hmC remodeling in neuronal plasticity from the secondary effects related to altered Tet function during neural development.
In summary, current genome-wide profiling studies of mC and hmC in the brain provide an emerging picture of the neuronal methylome and its unique complement of methyl marks. Although the great majority of CG dinucleotides are highly methylated in a similar manner across cell types, the dramatic postnatal build-up of mCH and hmCG in neurons establishes a landscape of cytosine methylation that is markedly distinct from other terminally differentiated cell types. The profile of mCH largely parallels that of mCG across genomic elements, including the build-up of mCH in intergenic regions as well as at regulatory elements of inactive genes, repeat DNA sequences, and the promoters and gene bodies of lowly expressed genes. These mCH sites, which are similar in number to mCG sites, provide a large number of additional sites of action for DNA methylation in the neuronal genome. For hmCG, demarcation of active regulatory elements can result in demethylation. However, the accumulation of hmCG in actively transcribed genes and across intergenic regions of the genome also may reflect the steady-state hydroxymethylation of neuronal DNA. These dramatic transformations also have important implications for our understanding of methyl-and hydroxymethyl-specific readers expressed in the brain.
Binding of MeCP2 to the Brain-Specific Methylome
Protein factors that preferentially bind to methylated DNA are thought to be important mediators of the biological effects of DNA methylation. Indeed, it now is recognized that several structurally unrelated protein domains have the ability to recognize mCG sequences, including protein domains that are present in the methyl-binding domain (MBD) protein family, Kaiso and Kaiso-like proteins, and SRA-domain proteins (43) . The identification of variant cytosine modifications calls for a reassessment of the role of methyl-cytosine-binding proteins as specific readers of mCG in neurons, and recent studies suggest specificity among readers for the various oxidized cytosine bases (40) . Thus, bulk conversion of mCG to hmCG sites in the brain is likely to create new binding sites for proteins with preferential binding for hmCG while eliminating binding sites for proteins that have specific affinity for mCG. In addition, the appearance of large numbers of mCH dinucleotides in the neuronal genome has the potential to provide new binding sites for readers of DNA methylation. Because of the unique make-up of the neuronal methylome, it is tempting to speculate that methyl-DNA-binding proteins are likely to have distinct distributions and activities in the brain. Below, we focus on the relevance of mCH and hmC to our understanding of the function of one of the best-characterized neuronal methylbinding proteins, the MBD family member, MeCP2.
MeCP2 was one of two initial mCG-binding factors discovered by Bird and colleagues in a series of pioneering studies that identified proteins with high affinity for methylated DNA (6, 44) . MeCP2 exhibits a strong affinity for single, symmetrically methylated CG sequences, and MeCP2 binding to mCG is largely independent of adjacent sequence elements. Study of this protein was revolutionized by the subsequent finding that mutations in the MECP2 gene give rise to RTT, an X-linked progressive autism spectrum disorder that is one of the most common causes of neurological impairment in girls (4) . It is now appreciated that MECP2 mutations also result in a constellation of neuropsychiatric abnormalities that extend beyond classic and variant forms of RTT (5) . Although present in most somatic cells, MeCP2 is most highly expressed in the brain, especially in neurons, where levels of the protein are five-to 10-fold higher than in other cell types, approaching levels of histones (45, 46) . Furthermore, mouse strains selectively lacking MeCP2 in neural tissues have been shown to recapitulate various Rett-like phenotypes faithfully (47, 48) . Since the discovery of MeCP2 as a methyl-binding protein, in vivo and in vitro studies have shown that MeCP2 interacts with the NCoR/HDAC3 and Sin3a transcriptional corepressor complexes, suggesting a role for MeCP2 as a transcriptional repressor (49, 50) . However, as discussed below, MeCP2 also has been proposed to function as a transcriptional activator (51) , and the exact mechanism by which MeCP2 regulates transcription is an area of intensive research. Intriguingly, the buildup of MeCP2 in neurons closely parallels the observed rise in mCH and hmC levels (46) , suggesting that MeCP2 may bind these marks to regulate gene expression. Although there have been disparate reports concerning the ability of MeCP2 to recognize mCH and hmC, close consideration of the various studies allows the reconciliation of many of these apparently conflicting findings (see below) and provides new insight into role of MeCP2 in the developing nervous system.
Binding to mCH. To date, relatively few studies have addressed the ability of MeCP2 to recognize mCH in neurons. Notably, a recent study by Guo et al. (9) reported that the MBD of MeCP2 exhibited clear binding to CH-methylated oligonucleotides in an EMSA (Fig. 2) . By reanalyzing previously published MeCP2 ChIP data, the authors report that CH-methylated genomic regions depleted of CGs are enriched in MeCP2-bound chromatin, suggesting a possible in vivo interaction between MeCP2 and mCH in neurons. This finding differs from early characterizations of MeCP2, which reported a strong preference of MeCP2 for DNA methylated in the CG rather than the CH context ( Fig. 2) (6, 52) . In the earlier experiments, the EMSA analysis used a probe that was methylated at all cytosines outside the CG context. This probe yielded substantially weaker MeCP2 binding than a sequence-matched probe harboring a single mCG site. Here, the results of base-resolution methylation mapping from the brain provide a clue to explain these apparently incongruous findings. These recent methylome analyses report that strong bias for mCH occurs in the CA context [∼60% of mCH appears as CA methylation (mCA)], with several studies identifying a longer preferred sequence than just mCA (8, 9, 17) . In this regard, the oligonucleotide probe used in the recent study by Guo et al. (9) included mCH with the preferred sequence context, suggesting that MeCP2 binding to mCH might display sequence preferences.
To compare the relative affinity of MeCP2 for CG, CA, CC, and CT methylation directly, we recently performed an EMSA (23) using competitor oligonucleotides that differ only in the composition of a single, centrally positioned dinucleotide, *CN (in which *C = C, mC, or hmC, and N = G, A, C, or T). We found that the relative affinity of full-length MeCP2 for mCA, as well as MeCP2 MBD fragments, is similar to that of symmetrically methylated CG. In contrast, MeCP2 exhibited a markedly lower affinity for cytosine methylation occurring in the context of CT methylation (mCT) or CC methylation (mCC) (Fig. 2) . These unanticipated sequence preferences for MeCP2 recognition of mCH likely account for early reports that MeCP2 binding was restricted to mCG. Notably, because Meehan and colleagues (6) were unaware of the prevalence of mCA dinucleotides in vivo, the probe they used was largely depleted of mCA, and steric interference from adjacent cytosine modifications and/or proximity to end of the probe sequence may have hindered MeCP2 binding to the two mCA sites present. Our recent findings, together with those of Guo et al. (9) , establish mCA as a highaffinity ligand for neuronal MeCP2. This selective, tight binding of MeCP2 to mCA, the most common form of mCH in the brain, suggests a lock-and-key relationship for MeCP2 and mCA that supports a model in which MeCP2 functions with mCA to regulate gene expression in vivo. Future studies will be required to determine if additional sequence features outside the immediate dinucleotide context influence MeCP2 binding and to define the full significance of mCA binding for MeCP2 function in vivo.
Binding to hmC. The ability of MeCP2 to recognize cytosine hydroxymethylation also has generated conflicting conclusions in the literature. Several groups have reported a reduced affinity of full-length MeCP2 or the isolated MeCP2 MBD domain for hmC-containing DNA using a variety of in vitro approaches, including EMSA, fluorescence polarization, and mass spectroscopy-based proteomics analysis (40, (53) (54) (55) . In contrast, a recent study by Mellén et al. (38) , observed high-affinity MeCP2 binding to both mC-and hmC-containing oligonucleotides by EMSA, Southwestern blot, and surface plasmon resonance analysis using several probe sequences (Fig. 2 ). Using the previously described EMSA approach, we recently found that mCG conversion to hmCG substantially decreases the affinity of MeCP2 for the corresponding probe (Fig. 2) (23) . Indeed, oligonucleotide sequences that contain either symmetrical or asymmetrical cytosine hydroxymethylation in the CG context compete for MeCP2 binding as poorly as does an unmethylated oligonucleotide, indicating a low affinity for these marks. Likewise, MeCP2 was found to have a low affinity for probes containing CC hydroxymethylation (hmCC) and CT hydroxymethylation (hmCT). Strikingly, however, oligonucleotides containing cytosine hydroxymethylation in the CA context bind to MeCP2 with high affinity, suggesting that oxidative conversion of CA methylation (mCA) to CA hydroxymethylation (hmCA) does not alter the high-affinity binding of MeCP2. These surprising results clarify the seemingly conflicting findings from earlier reports: previous studies that The observation that conversion of methyl-cytosine to hydroxymethyl-cytosine reduces the binding affinity of MeCP2 at CG, but not CA, dinucleotides has important implications for how MeCP2 may bind and function with hmC marks in the genome. Although hmCG is present at appreciable levels in neurons, TLC and genome-wide bisulfite sequencing analyses conducted to date suggest that hmCA, if it exists, is present in the neuronal genome at low levels (8, 29, 33) . Thus, oxidative conversion of mC to hmC may primarily influence the distribution of MeCP2 molecules in neuronal chromatin by decreasing the binding affinity of MeCP2 at preexisting mCG sites. In light of the history of the field, however, it would be rash to dismiss the possibility of detectionmethod bias with respect to hmCH. For example, the TAB-seq method used to measure hmC employs recombinant Tet enzymes, and the extent to which it can detect hmCH is not entirely clear. In this regard, it also is important to note that if hmCA is present in neurons at functionally relevant levels (i.e., if hmCH does not represent background from unoxidized mCH in TAB-seq analysis), current data suggest that, similar to mCH, hmCH likely functions as a repressive mark in the brain. Specifically, Lister and colleagues (8) observed that, unlike hmCG, the limited genic hmCH signal that can be detected in the brain is anticorrelated with gene-expression levels. Given the current ambiguity created by these low levels of detectable hmCH, definitive conclusions about the existence of hmCH and its function in vivo will require additional future studies.
The recent characterization of MeCP2's binding affinity toward cytosine methylation-and hydroxymethylation-containing DNA provides new in vitro evidence that neuronal-enriched DNA modifications may be important modulators of MeCP2 function. An important next step from these findings is to examine the binding profile of MeCP2 in vivo and to assess the extent to which DNA methylation can explain MeCP2's distribution across the genome. Several independent studies have reported that MeCP2 binds broadly to neuronal chromatin as detected by ChIP followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) analysis (46, 56, 57) . The finding that MeCP2 is expressed at near-histone levels (46) , when combined with the largely uniform binding profile detected by ChIP, suggests that MeCP2 interacts with a significant portion of the methylated sites across the genome and in fact may bind unmethylated DNA as well. In the context of this broad binding, however, the MeCP2 ChIP signal has been shown to track with DNA methylation as assessed by affinity-based methods and locus-specific bisulfite sequencing in the brain (46) . These findings support a role for DNA methylation in recruiting MeCP2 to the genome in vivo. However, with the realization that DNA methylation occurs at both CA and CG sites in the neuronal genome and that hmCG occurs at high levels in the brain, in vivo MeCP2 binding must be compared with genome-wide base pairresolution DNA methylation and hydroxymethylation profiles to determine the extent to which MeCP2 binds to each of these marks.
To this end, we recently compared MeCP2 ChIP-seq profiles with base pair-resolution DNA methylation and hydroxymethylation data generated in the brain by whole-genome bisulfite sequencing and the related technique TAB-seq (8, 9, 23) . This analysis allowed assessment of the role of mCA marks in establishing the MeCP2 binding profile in vivo that previous, affinitybased approaches may not have detected because of the dual recognition of mC in the mCG or mCA context. Notably, we found that, in the context of broad binding across the genome, the density of the MeCP2 ChIP signal across genes is correlated with mCA density and is inversely correlated with hmCG density. This in vivo binding profile supports in vitro findings regarding the affinity of MeCP2 for these marks, suggesting that mCA may be a high-affinity site for MeCP2 on the neuronal genome, whereas hmCG sites may fail to recruit MeCP2 effectively (23) .
In summary, in vitro and in vivo binding analyses suggest that brain-specific distribution of MeCP2 is established, in part, through the build up of mCH and hmCG in the brain. The deposition of mCH (primarily as mCA) during postnatal development provides numerous additional sites in the neuronal genome that may be engaged by the MeCP2 protein. Simultaneously, large-scale conversion of mCG to hmCG may have the effect of removing high-affinity sites for MeCP2 binding. The exact functional consequence of this redistribution of the available high-affinity sites for MeCP2 is not yet clear, but, because CA dinucleotides are distributed across the genome more uniformly than CG dinucleotides, the shift of available high-affinity sites for MeCP2 from mCG to mCA may create a more uniform distribution of methyl-bound MeCP2 molecules across the genome than would be possible if only mCG were present in neurons. It is notable that MeCP2 builds up to exceedingly high levels in neurons postnatally, so that the number of MeCP2 molecules approaches that of histones (46) at the same time that mCA and hmCG approach maximal levels. This high number of MeCP2 molecules, along with the broad distribution of high-affinity mC sites for MeCP2, likely facilitates the nearly ubiquitous binding of MeCP2 across the genome that is observed by ChIP and suggests that MeCP2 functions to modulate transcription, not as a site-specific binding factor in neurons, but as a broadly integrated, core component of neuronal chromatin (46, 56, 57) .
Toward a Model of Gene Regulation by mCH, hmC, and MeCP2
The full implications of this unique postnatal remodeling of the neuronal methylome for our understanding of the neural function of specific protein readers of DNA methylation still remain to be explored. Major gaps remain in our understanding of MeCP2 at the molecular level despite clear genetic evidence for the importance of the MeCP2 MBD in neural development (5, 49, 50) . With recent insights into the affinity of MeCP2 for mCA and hmCG, a major next step is to integrate this knowledge of MeCP2 binding specificity with in vitro and in vivo biochemical data and gene-expression analysis in MeCP2 mutants to build models of how MeCP2 functions to modulate transcription in vivo. A few studies already have begun to probe how MeCP2 functions with DNA methylation to regulate transcription by comparing the alterations in gene expression that occur in the brain of Mecp2 knockout mice with profiles of hydroxymethylation in the brain (38, 58) .
Although potentially powerful, such studies will need to be guided by our evolving understanding of the binding specificity of MeCP2 to distinguish primary and secondary effects of MeCP2 loss. In this regard, the observation that hmC is enriched in active genes, together with reports that MeCP2 can bind to hmC in vitro, has been cited as evidence that hmC-bound MeCP2 might function as a transcriptional activator to facilitate gene expression (38, 58) . Although independent evidence for both an activating and repressing role for MeCP2 exists (51) , the idea that MeCP2 activates gene expression by directly binding hmC within active genes may need to be reassessed in light of the accumulating in vitro and in vivo data demonstrating MeCP2's reduced affinity for hmCG and the apparent near-absence of neuronal hmCA in neurons (described above). It will be important to develop a model of MeCP2 action in neurons that accounts for the current in vitro and in vivo data showing that oxidation of mCG to hmCG at active genes likely results in reduced MeCP2 affinity at these loci. Future studies that decrease neural hmCG levels through conditional inactivation of the Tet enzymes and then assess the resulting effects on MeCP2 binding and gene expression will be needed to clarify further the precise functional relationship between MeCP2 and neuronal hmC.
Studies of the repressor function of MeCP2 also will need to take into account the potential role that the high affinity of MeCP2 for mCA plays in neuronal gene regulation by MeCP2. The large number of new binding sites provided by mCA as neurons mature may facilitate repression by MeCP2 that either functions similarly to or has a function distinct from mCG. Investigation of the interactions of MeCP2 with its known corepressor binding partners in the context of mCA or mCG binding may uncover specific or common functions for these modified dinucleotides at sites across the genome. As described above, conditional inactivation of Dnmt3a early in postnatal development provides an avenue for eliminating mCA from the genome while leaving mCG largely intact, thereby facilitating studies of mCA-specific aspects of MeCP2 neuronal function. To this end, an initial study from the M.E.G. laboratory examining the effect of disrupting Dnmt3a or MeCP2 function selectively in the brain has uncovered evidence that MeCP2 represses gene expression in neurons by binding to mCA across the length of genes (23) . Future work will be needed to explore the mechanism of this regulation by MeCP2 by determining which MeCP2associated corepressor complexes are required for this repression and how they work together with MeCP2 and mCA to alter gene transcription.
Although recent studies are an important step forward, our understanding of the nature and function of the postnatal program of neural epigenomic remodeling is still in its infancy. Given the pronounced nature of these global, dynamic methylation changes, future study of these epigenetic marks holds the promise of uncovering important new insights into the contribution of epigenetic mechanisms to genomic regulation and neural function. Moreover, these findings will continue to shape our understanding of the role of MeCP2 and other readers of methyl-DNA in aspects of neuronal gene expression, neural development, plasticity, and disease.
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